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What the FIRST STEP Act
Means for Federal Prisoners

O

n Dec. 21, 2018, the FIRST STEP Act (“the Act”)
was signed into law.1 Although the full import of
this federal reform legislation remains an open
question, it directly impacts the accused and sentenced
prisoners in myriad ways. This article addresses Bureau
of Prisons-related aspects of the new law, including
changes to the time credit calculus, avenues by which
prisoners can earn both earlier pre-release (halfway
house/home confinement) transfers and discharges to
supervised release, as well as a clearer avenue to petition
courts for reductions in sentence based on extraordinary
and compelling reasons and an initiative for elderly and
terminally ill prisoners that facilitates extended home
confinement placements. Despite many encouraging
aspects of the Act, which run counter to the Department
of Justice’s retrograde practices the past two years, there
is reason to doubt that some of its more progressive provisions will be timely realized.

Good Time Credit — 15% Means 15%
When abolishing parole through the Sentencing
Reform Act of 1984, Congress intended for federal
prisoners to be eligible to earn good time credits

amounting to 15 percent of the sentence imposed,
that is, with clear conduct a prisoner could reduce his
sentence by 54 days per year and secure release from
Bureau of Prisons’ (“BOP”) custody after serving 85
percent of the ordered term of imprisonment.2 The
BOP saw otherwise, however. In its estimation, prisoners only received time credit reductions for each
year of time actually served. As a result of this “declining balance” approach, which the Supreme Court
approved, federal prisoners have been eligible to earn
up to 47 days’ good time credit annually, serving 87.1
percent of the sentence imposed.3
The Act amends 18 U.S.C. § 3621(b) to give effect
to Congress’s original intent. Federal prisoners can now
earn “up to 54 days for each year of the prisoner’s sentence imposed by the court” and that “credit for the last
year of a term of imprisonment shall be credited on the
first day of the last year of the term of imprisonment.”
Two aspects of the amendment merit attention.
First, it is retroactive. All federal prisoners, except
those serving life sentences, are eligible to receive an
additional seven days’ credit for each year of their sentences (prorated for partial years). The amendment
benefits more than 142,000 inmates for a total “savings
of 27,126 ‘bed years’” over the next 20-plus years.4
Because it costs over $34,000 annually, on average, to
incarcerate a federal prisoner, this amounts to more
than $922,284,000 in present dollar savings.5
Second, although BOP could accomplish the reduction by a simple change to its computerized time credit calculation program, in the Department of Justice (“DOJ”)
and BOP’s reading of the Act, implementation of the
amendment is subject to DOJ devising a risk assessment
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system for the earned time credit portion
of the Act (infra), a process for which the
law allows 210 days from enactment.6
Said differently, although the risk assessment has no bearing on eligibility for the
good time credit reduction, the BOP has
no apparent intention to update prisoners’ projected release dates (as can be
found at www.bop.gov/inmateloc/) until
at best July 19, 2019.7
Criminal justice advocates are working to convince Congress to address the
error, but further action seems unlikely.8
District of Oregon Chief Deputy Federal
Defender Steve Sady has written a memorandum propounding litigation theories and strategies for challenging the
DOJ-BOP approach, but most courts to
take up the issue have affirmed the government’s interpretation of the statute,
even for inmates who would otherwise
be eligible for immediate release.9

Earned Time Credits

Risk Assessment
Central to the rehabilitation effort is
determining “the recidivism risk of each
prisoner” as well as each prisoner’s “risk of
violent or serious misconduct.”10 From
that, Bureau staff is to “determine the type
and amount of evidence-based recidivism
reduction programming that is appropriate for each prisoner and assign each prisoner to such programming accordingly,
and based on the prisoner’s specific criminogenic needs […].”11 As noted, the Act
allows 210 days for the creation and release
of the risk and needs assessment system.
Within 30 days of the Act’s passage,
the National Institute of Justice (“NIJ”)
was to select the Independent Review
Committee (“IRC”) tasked with devising the system.12 That deadline passed
during the shutdown. On April 8, 2019,
DOJ announced that the Hudson
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should involve an elaborate project of
data collection, variable selection and
weighting, predictive validity testing,
and assessment and refinements of any
proposed algorithms for their likely realworld results and general ‘fairness.’ Six
months may not be enough. Congress
should be prepared, if necessary, to grant
the attorney general a measure of flexibility with his deadlines.”23
In terms of reported steps, NIJ has
“hosted ‘listening sessions’ to receive
input from more than 25 stakeholders
regarding the development” of the system and, separately, “contracting with
outside [three] experts and leading
researchers […] for assistance and consultation.”24 Yet an administration official reportedly “said the Justice
Department is using resources it has on
hand to work on the risk assessment tool
internally, in the absence of the committee, and expects to meet the July deadline.”25 There are legitimate concerns
about the tool the IRC ultimately creates, from issues as simple as how it will
define “recidivism” (e.g., the weight
given to past arrests) to larger questions
about racial and socioeconomic bias in
such instruments.26 As to the latter, the
Act requires ongoing evaluation of
unwarranted recidivism rate disparities
among similarly classified prisoners “of
different demographic groups.”27
Assuming that the assessment tool is
timely released, the BOP has another 180
days, until Jan. 15, 2020, to “implement
and complete the initial intake risk and
needs assessment for each prisoner.”28
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Among the more notable aspects of
the FIRST STEP Act is the directive to
expand and incentivize rehabilitative programming supported by tangible rewards.
The earned time credits provision, in particular, establishes a mechanism for prisoners to obtain, inter alia, both earlier
transfers to pre-release placement (halfway
house and/or home confinement) and discharges to supervised release. However,
where other programming incentives are
available to all participants, the ability to
apply earned time credits is limited to
those deemed a less serious recidivism risk.
Further, budgetary considerations and
implementation horizons raise the question of how soon and how fully the benefits of this initiative will be realized.

Institute, “a conservative Washington,
D.C.-based think tank whose leaders
have espoused harsh views on incarceration,” will “host” the IRC.13 DOJ’s
announcement further provided that the
Hudson Institute, not NIJ, is to appoint
the IRC’s members.14 Thus far, the IRC
includes “Pennsylvania Corrections
Secretary John Wetzel; George
Terwilliger III, the deputy to Attorney
General William Barr during the Bush
administration; Faye Taxman, a criminology professor at George Mason
University; James Byrne, a criminology
professor at the University of
Massachusetts Lowell; and Patti
Butterfield, a former senior deputy assistant director in the Bureau of Prisons reentry services division.”15 The sixth
member is Hudson Institute COO and
former Bush drug czar John Walters.16
There has been no clear signal about
the contours of the “risk and needs
assessment tool” or whether it will be
subject to notice and comment.17 The
statute provides that the tool is to be “an
objective and statistically validated
method through which information is
collected and evaluated to determine (A)
[…] the risk that a prisoner will recidivate upon release from prison; (B) the
recidivism reduction programs that will
best minimize the risk that the prisoner
will recidivate upon release from prison;
and (C) the periodic reassessment of risk
that a prisoner will recidivate upon
release from prison based on factors
including indicators of progress and of
regression, that are dynamic and that can
reasonably be expected to change while
in prison.”18 In this regard, the Act defines
the risk categories into which assessed
prisoners will fall: “minimum, low, medium, or high.”19 Although these categories
mirror those of the BOP’s offender classification program statement, that policy
is meant “to place each inmate in the
most appropriate security level institution,” not to assess recidivism risk.20
Where the Act contemplates the
potential use of “existing risk and needs
assessment tools, as appropriate,”21 the
BOP is not known to currently employ
such an instrument, specifically a “statistically validated” one. James Austin,
president of the JFA Institute, submits
that he “has designed similar recidivism
risk assessment tools for state prisons in
Maryland, Texas, Louisiana, and
Arkansas” in a matter of three or four
months.”22 However, in January, the
Hudson Institute’s Walters wrote that it
“may take time — lots of time — to
properly develop and implement” the
risk assessment tool because it “will and

More significantly, it then has another two
years to “phase-in” programming. In other
words, the BOP has until January 2022 to
provide “evidence-based recidivism
reduction programs and productive activities for all prisoners,” with priority given

to those closest to release.29
Programming
“Evidence-based” and “recidivism
reduction” are oft-repeated concepts in
the Act. The BOP is tasked with creating
and evaluating those evidence-based
programs that “are the most effective at
reducing recidivism” and implementing
them in “the type, amount, and intensity […] that most effectively reduces the
risk of recidivism.”30 In this regard, the
system must guide Bureau staff in tailoring “the programs to the specific
criminogenic needs of each prisoner so
as to most effectively lower each prisoner’s risk of recidivism.”31
The Act does not direct the use of
any particular program, however. While
federal prison programs already exist,32
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the BOP must now evaluate them relative
to their efficacy in reducing recidivism.33
It must also look at programs within state
departments of correction and at partnerships with outside organizations,
including faith-based organizations.
The nature and extent of programs
that the BOP may implement remains
anyone’s guess; again, it has until 2022 to
get there. But, for a law as ambitious as
the FIRST STEP Act — one that gives
untold hope to countless thousand of
prisoners and their families both in terms
of programming and potential earlier
placement in the community — such
considerations are paramount, especially
given the Bureau’s perpetual budget constraints and directions in which the
agency has moved under the current
administration. For instance, where the
Act authorizes the expenditure of $75M
annually (through 2023), there is, as yet,
no such appropriation.34 Further, over the
last two years the BOP has significantly
curtailed pre-release (halfway house
and/or home confinement) placements
through which prisoners traditionally
receive re-entry services within their
communities of release.35 At present, there
are legitimate concerns about BOP operations generally, including the capacity to
safely and effectively manage mediumand high-security populations.36
In addition to recidivism reduction
programming, the Act requires the
Bureau to facilitate “productive activities,” a “group or individual activity that is
designed to allow prisoners determined
as having a minimum or low risk of
recidivating to remain productive and
thereby maintain a minimum or low risk
of recidivating.”37 There is a related goal
that, by December 2023, “not less than 75
percent of eligible minimum- and lowrisk offenders [will] have the opportunity
to participate in a prison work program
for not less than 20 hours per week.”38
“Priority for participation in recidivism reduction programs shall be given
to medium-risk and high-risk prisoners,
with access to productive activities given
to minimum-risk and low-risk prisoners.”39 Prisoners cannot earn credit for
program/activity participation that predates the law’s enactment.
Incentives
Like RDAP, the BOP’s highly popular
500-hour residential drug program that
provides for an up-to-one-year reduction
in sentence to successful graduates, the
Act seeks to induce rehabilitative programming participation through various
incentives. The most significant of these
are earned time credits that expand pris-
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oners’ access to the community at the
back end of their sentences. Specifically,
eligible prisoners are able to transition
sooner both to pre-release custody
(halfway house and home confinement)
and to supervised release. As to the latter,
“the Director of the Bureau of Prisons
may transfer the prisoner to begin any
such term of supervised release at an earlier date, not to exceed 12 months, based
on the application of time credits under
section 3632” — this then is an up-toone-year reduction in sentence.40
For their participation in “evidencebased recidivism reduction programming or productive activities” (once
available), eligible prisoners (see below)
earn “10 days of time credits for every 30
days of successful participation.”41 On
top of that, those whom the system
determines are “minimum or low risk
for recidivating” over two consecutive
re-assessment periods “shall earn an
additional five days of time credits of
successful participation.” In short, certain classes of inmates can earn up to
180 days’ earned credit annually.
Importantly, to be able to apply
these earned credits, a prisoner’s most
recent two re-assessments must show
him “to be a minimum or low risk to
recidivate” — the same requirement for
the ability to earn the additional aforementioned five days per month.42 Said
differently, where otherwise eligible
medium- and high-risk prisoners can
earn time credits, they cannot apply
them until deemed low- or minimumrisk. In the case of applying the credits
toward pre-release, a prisoner must also
obtain a warden’s approval, which
requires a finding that the prisoner poses
no danger to society, made a good faith
effort to participate in programs and
activities, and is unlikely to recidivate.43
The effort to encourage program participation extends beyond earlier prerelease and supervised release opportunities. The Act directs that the BOP develop
at least two additional incentives, including “[i]ncreased commissary spending
limits and product offerings,” greater
email access, and “transfer to preferred
housing units (including transfer to different prison facilities).”44 The Act further
provides that those who are successfully
participating in “an evidence-based
recidivism reduction program” “shall”
receive 30 minutes of telephone time (or
videoconferencing, if available) daily, up
to 510 minutes per month — an increase
from the 300 minutes per month that the
Bureau currently affords.45 Similarly, such
program participants “shall be considered
by the Bureau of Prisons for placement in

a facility closer to the prisoner’s release
residence” subject to the warden’s recommendation, bed availability and security
level considerations.46
Prisoners Excluded from Earned Time
Lawmakers chose to exclude
removable aliens — non-U.S. citizens
comprise more than 15 percent of the
federal prison population — and some
70 categories of offenders (based on
offense on current conviction) from
the new “earned credit” eligibility but
not from the other rehabilitative programming incentives . 47 The list of

offense categories is analogous to, but
distinct from, the “violent” offenses
that serve to render RDAP participants
ineligible for sentence reduction.48 For
instance, a defendant convicted of a
21 U.S.C. § 841(b)(1)(A) or (B)
offense involving heroin and methamphetamine, whom the sentencing
court found was an organizer, leader,
manager or supervisor, is excluded. So,
too, are § 841(b)(1)(A) or (B) fentanyl
offenders, regardless of role, and those
imprisoned under a § 841(b)(1)(A)(C) conviction “for which death or
serious bodily injury resulted from the
use of such substance.”
Before advising clients of prospective earned credit eligibility, and in
considering agreeing to particular
counts in a plea, counsel should review
the new 18 U.S.C. § 3632(d)(4)(D)
closely. Also, beware that prosecutors
in some districts are reportedly seeking
to compel resolutions that involve
excludable offenses so as to deny defendants future earned credit benefits.

Beyond ‘Compassionate
Release’
Most federal practitioners are familiar with “compassionate release.” It is the
far too limiting term the BOP employs
to describe applications for reduction
in sentence under 18 U.S.C.
§ 3582(c)(1)(A), a statutory authority
that permits courts to reduce sentences
for “extraordinary and compelling reasons.” Federal practitioners are likely also
familiar with how sparingly (to be kind)
the Bureau has exercised that delegated
authority.49 Briefly, the way the process
has been structured is that if institution
staff determined a person qualified for a
reduction in sentence, they prepared a
package supporting that recommendation for the warden, who, in turn, submitted it to the Director of the Bureau of
Prisons. If in agreement, the Director
asked the U.S. Attorney for the district in
THE CHAMPION
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which the prisoner was sentenced to file a
motion with the sentencing judge recommending a reduction in sentence (“RIS”).
Until passage of the Act, a court’s
jurisdiction depended on the BOP initiating a RIS motion. The Act, in a stated
effort to increase use of § 3582(c)(1)(A),
materially changes prisoners’ access to the
courts, allowing them to make applications to courts directly. Specifically, where
the above, BOP-centric method remains, a
prisoner may now directly move the sentencing court pursuant to § 3582(c)(1)(A)
after 30 days have lapsed from the warden’s receipt of the prisoner’s request to
bring such a motion on his behalf or following exhaustion of administrative
remedies (i.e., Central Office denial of a
prisoner’s appeal of warden’s denial).50
The former marks a sea change that
does more than increase prisoners’ opportunities to seek relief. Under the new law,
which separately provides an avenue for
the elderly and terminally ill to pursue earlier transfers to home confinement (see
infra), prisoners are no longer restricted by
the BOP’s cabined view of what constitutes an “extraordinary and compelling”
reason — an approach that has too often
led the director to deny applications for
§ 3582(c)(1)(A) relief based on the
agency’s belief (frequently informed by
prosecutors’ perspectives) that the seriousness of the offense rendered a reduction in
sentence unacceptable. Such an approach
held even under the strictest view of
§ 3582(c)(1)(A), that is, when prisoners
were literally on their death beds.
In removing BOP’s gatekeeper role,
the amended statute directs courts to
consult the Sentencing Commission’s

The Act also promotes transparency.
On Jan. 17, 2019, the BOP promulgated a
new Compassionate Release/Reduction
in Sentence program statement (P.S.
5050.50). Consistent with what the law
directs, the policy provides that where a
prisoner is diagnosed with a terminal illness, generously defined as “a disease or
condition with an end-of-life trajectory”
(i.e., no imminence requirement), the
BOP also “shall […] not later than 72
hours after the diagnosis notify the defendant’s attorney, partner, and family members of the defendant’s condition and
inform [them] that they may prepare and
submit on the defendant’s behalf a
request for a sentence reduction pursuant
to subsection (c)(1)(A);” assist those
individuals with the request, if asked; and
process the request within 14 days.

Elderly and Terminally
Ill Initiative
Through the Second Chance Act,
Congress directed the BOP to conduct a
two-year pilot program for elderly
offenders intended to assess the efficacies
of earlier transitions to community
supervision by waiving the ordinary limitation on home confinement placements
(up to 10 percent of the sentence, not to
exceed six months).53 The program
“enabled BOP to transfer to home detention inmates who were at least 65 years
old, had served at least 10 years and 75
percent of their non-life sentences, had
no history of violence, sexual offenses, or
escape or attempted escape from a BOP
institution, and who BOP determined
would be of no substantial risk of engag-

The FIRST STEP Act gives hope that
prisoners will have access to recidivism
reduction programs and will obtain earlier
release back into the community.
pertinent policy statement, Guideline
Section 1B1.13. When weighing whether
to bring a § 3582(c)(1)(A) motion,
counsel should also consider this
Commission policy, which contains the
legally relevant grounds for sentence
reduction, along with the public comments submitted in support of its 2016
amendment.51 Other resources include a
FAMM overview and an article by
Margaret Love, both long on the forefront of § 3582(c)(1)(A) policy and
advocacy, and local Federal and
Community Defender Offices, many of
which have handled such matters.52
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ing in criminal conduct or endangering
any person or the public if released and
with respect to whom BOP had determined that release to home detention will
result in a substantial net reduction of
costs to the federal government.”54 When
the program expired, in September 2010,
the BOP had found 71 of 885 applicants
(8 percent) eligible, a denial rate that led
the GAO to question BOP’s claim that the
program achieved no cost savings.55
The First Step Act re-authorizes
Section 231(g) of the Second Chance
Act for fiscal years 2019-2023.56 In so
doing, it expands the potential eligibil-

ity pool. “Elderly” is redefined from 65
years old to 60 years old, and the timeserved requirement is two-thirds
instead of 75 percent, with no 10-year
minimum requirement. Also, the pool
now includes “terminally ill offenders,” those that a BOP-approved doctor
has found suffers from a “terminal illness” (see “end of life trajectory” definition, supra) and are “in need of care
at a nursing home, intermediate care
facility, or assisted living facility.”
Unlike the limitations on the elderly, a
life sentence does not disqualify a terminally ill prisoner, nor is there a time
served threshold. Also, tracking the
“compassionate release” provisions
(ante), the Act authorizes eligible prisoners to make direct written requests.
On April 4, 2019, BOP issued an
Operations Memorandum governing
this program.57 According to DOJ, as of
April 8, 2019, 23 inmates are participating and others are being screened.58

Miscellaneous
The foregoing are arguably the most
significant components of the Act’s
reforms for federal prisoners. However,
they are far from the only ones. The Act
touches upon many aspects of prisoners’
lives. Additional (but not all) changes
include the items below.
Placement Location
The Act amends 18 U.S.C.
§ 3621(b) to require the BOP, when
designating a prisoner, to place him
within 500 driving miles of his primary residence “subject to bed availability, the prisoner’s security designation, the prisoner’s programmatic
needs, the prisoner’s mental and medical health needs, any request made by
the prisoner related to faith-based
needs, recommendations of the sentencing court, and other security concerns of the Bureau of Prisons.” While
the quoted language generally reflects
factors for which the BOP already
accounts when designating prisoners,
the inclusion of the 500-mile rule codifies a formerly unenforceable historic
practice, which was removed from the
Bureau’s 2006 revision of its
Designation Manual (PS 5100.08).
Home Confinement
As noted, through 18 U.S.C.
§ 3624(c)(2), Congress authorized the
BOP to place inmates on home confinement for the final 10 percent of
their sentences up to six months.
Leaving aside the earned credit incenTHE CHAMPION

tives and elderly initiative, ante, the Act
amends this subsection by directing the
Bureau, “to the extent practicable, [to]
place prisoners with lower risk levels
and lower needs on home confinement
for the maximum amount of time permitted under this paragraph.’’59
It is unclear how much the BOP,
under this administration, will effectuate
this encouraging change. During the
Obama administration, a recognition
that lower security offenders, serving
shorter sentences, did not require as
much halfway house time to ensure successful community reintegration resulted
in increased halfway house utilization for
higher security prisoners and expansion
of home confinement for lower security
offenders.60 The current administration
has rejected such an approach, severely
curtailing both halfway house and home
confinement use.61 It is difficult to reconcile this administration’s approach to
community corrections/re-entry with its
stated support for the Act.62
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No Restraints for Pregnant Prisoners
The Act prohibits the use of restraints
on pregnant prisoners from the time
pregnancy is confirmed until the end of
postpartum recovery (at least 12 weeks
after pregnancy). Exceptions are available
where the prisoner is deemed a flight risk
(presumably on a particularized basis),
she presents a serious risk of harm to herself or others, or medical personnel deem
it appropriate. Even then, the restraints
used must be the least restrictive option
and may not be placed around the ankles,
legs or waist, or cause the prisoner’s hands
to be restrained behind her back.67
Conclusion
Implementation of the FIRST STEP
Act’s expansive prisoner-related provisions is fluid and ongoing. Defense
lawyers are encouraged to consult advocacy organizations and government
sources to stay up to date with the continuing implementation of the Act.
© 2019, National Association of
Criminal Defense Lawyers. All rights
reserved.
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